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Green Hands Environmental Team
had a pleasure to work in the
Shamia Reserve at the Shamia

Youth Center. The team learned practical
lessons through working to achieve the
goals of sustainable development and for

environmentally friendly and sustainable
areas in Kuwait. Dr Samia Al Saidan,
President of Green Hands Environmental
Team thanked all the volunteers for their
great contribution to this remarkable
activity.

Green Hands Environmental
team at Shamia Youth Center

TIES
announcement 

You are cordially invited to
another session of our series
about the prophets and messen-

gers of Allah (SWT) today, September
13th, at 7:00 pm. In this class, we will
discuss the high minister’s decision to
imprison Yusuf (AS), despite the full
conviction of his innocence and how he

was received by his fellow prison
inmates, and their identity. 

We will also examine the dreams
of those inmates, how Yusuf (AS)
interpreted them, and how he pre-
sented Islam to them. Finally, we will
elicit from Yusuf ’s stay in prison
some lessons on how to deal effec-
tively with people of other faiths.
Come and learn more about the life
and times of Prophet Joseph (AS) in
a relaxed, encouraging and support-
ive atmosphere.

Kuwait College of Science and Technology, rep-
resented by its president, Prof Khalid Al-Begain,
participated in the Second Digital Culture

Forum, which highlights in particular the successful
local stories in the field of technology organized by the
Department of Public Relations and Marketing under
the direction of Mr Ibrahim Bader Al-Mutawa, held at
the Chamber of Commerce and Industry. 

Also, the retail sector, which seeks to adopt all the
ideas of modern technology and apply them within
their institutions in a framework that includes the best
service for citizens and customers alike. In collabora-
tion with Gartner, the world leader in technology group
support, as well as collaborating with Rasmah Hemet,
one of the Group’s advanced technology programs, to
present a specialized forum presenting innovative tools
and strategies for the second global digital leadership
titled “Excellence in Shaping the Future of Customer
Experience Using Artificial Intelligence”; While review-
ing the local success stories that promote the building
of a practical vision to achieve the new Kuwait under
the motto of accelerating the development of Kuwait.

Professor Khalid Al-Begain joined the keynote

speakers in the seminar. He stressed that technology
today has become the right hand for all daily prac-
tices and actions, especially in the educational and
practical fields; whether in government or private
sectors. He pointed out that the world of technology
is growing at a very rapid pace, and we must stay in
touch with all means of technology, and ways to use it
with all the technical changes that occur every day,
we start to apply technology in various fields and
address the traditional and modern methods. He con-
cluded by saying that the success of the modern
development method comes from the bright minds
that innovate in solving problems using modern tech-
nology to overcome the difficulties, and provide com-
fort for generations yet to come.

The Kuwait Industrial Intelligence website was
launched www.kuwait.ai, and this aims at presenting
the models and experiences of Kuwaiti applications
using artificial intelligence, and gathering specialists
for exchange and cooperation in this field.  This is the
second ceremony of the second digital recognition of
digital leaders for the year 2018 with the participation
of the following:

• Leading Institutions in Artificial Intelligence:
Kuwait College of Science and Technology, Boubyan

Bank, Public Authority for Civil Information.

• Individuals:
Majbel Al-Qattan

• Future indicators:
Zain Telecommunications Company, One Global

Company

• 2018 Person of the Commander Digital: 
Qusay Al-Shatti

KSTC participates in the Second Digital 
Culture Forum on local success stories

OSN scores 226
noms across 55
shows for 70th
Emmy awards

OSN, the region’s leading entertain-
ment network, has seen an impressive
226 nominations for 55 of its shows at

this year’s star-studded 70th Primetime
Emmy Awards and OSN has full live and
exclusive coverage from the red carpet
through to the golden statuettes. OSN’s
shows dominate the 2018 Emmy shortlist

across the board including the hotly contest-
ed Lead Actress in Drama Series, Supporting
Actor and Actress in Drama Series, Drama
Series amongst others. 

Top OSN shows vying for awards on the
night include ‘Game of Thrones’, ‘Westworld’,
‘Saturday Night Live’, ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’,
‘The Daily Show with Trevor Noah’ and ‘Lip
Synch Battle’. Not just this, factual series like
Jane and Genius: Picasso too have marked
their place in this year’s nominations. 

With the full nominations of this year’s
awards announced in July, the wait is nearly
over. There’s plenty of pre-ceremony excite-
ment and viewers can catch all the red carpet
glamour and gossip with E!’s Live from The
Red Carpet: The 2018 Primetime Emmy
Awards hosted by Giuliana Rancic. Tune in
from 1am (KSA) on Tuesday 18 September to

watch it as it happens, or catch one of the
prime time repeats on the same day, at
3.15pm, 5.15pm, and 9pm (KSA). 

For our Arabic entertainment fans, OSN’s
magazine show ‘The Road to the Emmys’ with
presenter Habiba Basiony, will also be in the
throng of the red carpet press pit, bringing
live interviews and commentary from LA to a
studio panel back in Dubai, getting Arabic
audiences geared up for the glittering event.
Join Habiba and the team from 2.10am (KSA)
on Tuesday 18 September on OSN Ya Hala Al
Oula HD. TV’s biggest awards ceremony
itself, live from Los Angeles, gets underway
exclusively on OSN Series HD First, on
Tuesday 18 September at 3am (KSA), with a
prime-time repeat at 7pm (KSA). Attached is
the full list of OSN series nominated at the
70th Primetime Emmy Awards this year. 

PAAET director, Dr Ali Al-Mudhaf yesterday concluded inspecting PAAET institutes’ readiness for the new
academic year, 2018-2019. During his tour of various institutes, Al-Mudhaf met with the institutes’ man-
agers, their assistants and heads of departments. Al-Mudhaf was escorted by his deputy for training

affairs Engineer Tareq Al-Omairi, deputy director for financial and administrative affairs Engineer Hajraf Al-
Hajraf, PR and media manager Fatima Al-Azmi, the public services manager Fenais Al-Ajmi and the engineering
facilities and maintenance manager Fareed Al Awadhi.

PAAET institutes ready for the new academic year 


